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ARE YOU
SICK AND TIRED
OF BEING
SICK AND TIRED?
Frustrated with the diet gimmicks
that do not produce results?
Do you feel lost and bewildered walking the
endless aisles at the health food store?
Do you wish there was an easier way
to achieve optimum health?
There is!
t Andrea McCreery has been practicing the art and science of

live blood microscopy while
incorporating Targeted Nutritional Intervention with astounding results since 1999. Dr.
McCreery analogizes, "When we go shopping for new clothes, how often do we buy them
without first trying them on? So why would we take vitamins and supplements without first seeing
of they fit our body's requirement?"
Utilizing the remarkable technique of live blood microscopy, Dr. McCreery is able to examine a
single drop of blood taken painlessly from the client's finger. During this process of discovery both
Dr. McCreery and the client can observe this miraculous fluid of life in real time via a monitor right
before their eyes.
Dr. McCreery states, "Each person's health needs are as different as we ourselves are individually. What we need nutritionally is fundamentally based upon our age, gender, genetics, diet, exercise and stress levels which change constantly throughout our lives. In order to determine our
client's nutritional needs, we need to closely examine the one essential life giving substance that
carries oxygen and nutrients to every single part of our bodies-our blood. That is why live blood
analysis is so vitally important when creating a nutritional protocol, and best of all, it is tailored
specifically for the client's nutritional needs."
A Life Sources Client Shares Hope
Since I was 12 years old, I have been suffering with Irritable Bowel Syndrome. Being only 24
years old, my best friend suggested that I see Dr. McCreery at Life Sources, Inc. Because of daily
abdominal pain, it was creating back pain as well. None of the medications that were prescribed
would work; the antibiotics seemed to only make things worse, including my skin. Not only was
my life boring and depressing, what little social life I had was becoming worse as well. Everyone
knows that when you need to "stick close to the ladies' room" that will certainly keep you close to
home. After only 30 days of following her advice and just a few changes in my life, I absolutely
cannot believe the difference. No longer is the cramping from IBS or light-headedness bothering
me. The pain in my back is gone. My skin is clear. In fact, the change happened so dramatically
and quickly that I now am planning a trip to Hawaii. None of this would have been possible without the knowledge I gained and what Targeted Nutritional Intervention via the microscope told
me: the supplements I thought were helping were only exacerbating the conditions. No one was
able to get my health back better than seeing Dr. McCreery at Life Sources. It is so amazingly simple. I am very grateful to my friend, Lori for her encouragement! 4

